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A B S T R A C T

Existing methods of well-logging interpretation often contain errors due to the presence of subsurface fracture
networks within carbonate reservoirs. The differences of frequency ranges and measurement methods between
the acoustic well-logging and indoor ultrasonic test cause inconsistent results. This study establishes a new
method of devising a borehole model with controlled fracture structures, which is more suitable for large-scale
experiments, such as borehole drilling and laboratory hydraulic fracturing. A self-build acoustic logging system
is used to measure critically refracted waves in different directions and investigate the effects of fracture
structures (porosity, aspect ratio-AR, and size) on the acoustic logging signals in the time and frequency domains
using the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT). Experimental results show that the velocity of the Stoneley wave is
less sensitive to fracture structures than the velocity of the P- and S-waves, while strong effects are observed on
the attenuation of the Stoneley wave. The best-fitting power and logarithmic functions are used to quantify the
relationships between the properties (velocity and attenuation) and fracture structures. Predictions of the
conventional rock-physical models used on high frequencies always overestimate the velocities at the well-
logging scale. Intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) and marginal spectra show energy attenuation in different fre-
quency ranges. Furthermore, fracture AR and size have similar mechanisms of scattering attenuation, which
differ from the absorption attenuation of fracture porosity, and the effect of size is much stronger. The high
precision of the borehole model has better implications than the rock-physical models for reservoir evaluations
and predictions using acoustic logging or microseismic data at lower frequencies.

1. Introduction

Fractures are common geological features within the earth's crust,
which control much of the transport properties of the rocks (Leary
et al., 1990; Pan et al., 2018) and stress distribution around the well-
bore (Meng et al., 2019). Complex morphology and structure of frac-
tures in carbonate rocks are frequently documented, which are typically
the byproduct of strong diagenesis and tectonism (Flügel, 2004;
Mehrabi et al., 2016; Rahimpour-Bonab et al., 2012a) that have sig-
nificantly impacted the porosity, permeability, and capacity of carbo-
nate reservoirs (Choquette and Pray, 1970). Unfortunately, existing
methods of well-logging interpretation ignore the effect of different
fracture structures often resulting in multiple solutions in the evalua-
tion of porosity in carbonate reservoirs as well as unrealistically low
interpreted porosity within large production reservoirs (Li et al., 2018).

On the other hand, fracture detection, such as microseismic logging in
hydraulic fracturing operation (Li et al., 2019a), requires an accurate
velocity model between seismic attributes and the physical properties
of a given reservoir (Maxwell et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2016). The study
of acoustic wave propagation in unconventional reservoirs is a topic of
great current interest.

Analysis of velocities and attenuation of the P-, S-, and Stoneley waves in
acoustic logging interpretation, which can be detected from the original
acoustic signals, is the practical method of estimating porosity and perme-
ability (Asoodeh and Bagheripour, 2012; Li et al., 2019b; Rahimpour-Bonab
et al., 2012b). At present, the ultrasonic pulse-transmission experiment is a
conventional method to analyze the different fracture effects on rock
acoustic properties (Amalokwu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016). However, the
ultrasonic test at the core scale is substantially different from the conven-
tional acoustic logging method, which is mainly reflected in two aspects.
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First, compared with the transmission measurement of the ultrasonic test,
acoustic logging aims to measure the critically refracted waves in the for-
mation. This approach is error-prone since the recorded wave during
acoustic logging contains not only the direct P- and S-waves, but also an
extensive series of guided waves, such as Stoneley and pseudo-Rayleigh
waves (Spies, 1996; Tang and Cheng, 1993). Second, crustal rocks exhibit
different physical properties with different elastic wave frequencies (Hornby
et al., 1989; Jeppson and Tobin, 2015). The frequency of conventional
acoustic logging is approximately 10–50 kHz, while by contrast, the la-
boratory core scale is smaller, and the frequency of the ultrasonic test is
significantly higher (~1MHz). Consequently, a direct application of an ul-
trasonic test will cause errors in the acoustic logging interpretation.

Building rock physical models with known fracture structures is the
primary method to quantitatively investigate the fracture structure ef-
fects on velocity and attenuation (Shuai et al., 2018). For complex
fracture structures, the distribution and shape of the fractures in three-
dimensional space are random, which present a significant challenge to
computed tomography (CT) or scanning electron microscope (SEM) to
obtain a numerical model (Liu et al., 2016) – a major limitation of these
methods (i.e., small-scale and high cost) at logging scales (0.1–10m).
The technology of artificial sandstone core has become relatively ma-
ture. In general, the matrix is made by sandstone grains cemented with
epoxy resin and materials to simulate the fractures such as plexiglass,
epoxy, aluminum, copper, and tinfoil sheets (De Figueiredo et al., 2013;
Zhu et al., 2016). However, existing methods generally adopt epoxy
resin as the cementing agent, though high consistency and cost limit its
application to the production of small-scale cores rather than borehole
models at larger scales. A new method to develop a borehole model
with controlled fracture structures, an improvement over existing ap-
proaches for simulating acoustic logging in carbonate reservoirs, was
reported in this paper. A self-build acoustic logging system was used to
measure the critically refracted waves in different directions to in-
vestigate the effects of fracture structures on acoustic logging data in
time and frequency domains using the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT).
This work aims to build a foundation for fracture identification based
on elastic wave data, such as acoustic logging and microseismicity,
which can enhance fractured-reservoir exploration and development
efficiency of carbonate rocks.

2. Experimental procedures

Three criteria for designing a borehole model are imposed. First, the
matrix must exhibit homogenous and stable properties that allow appro-
priate comparisons with actual carbonate rocks. Second, the distribution of
the fractures in the model must be controlled to minimize the effect of
fracture angles (Guo et al., 2018). Third, this model must be a proxy for
practical acoustic logging to bridge experimental syntheses and field ob-
servations effectively. With the above criteria in mind, an 800mm deep,
315mm wide concrete model with different fracture structures is designed.
This model is pierced along its axis by a 76mm wide borehole filled with
water. A self-build acoustic logging system, with one ring-emitting piezo-
electric source and two receivers, was used to explore the effect of fracture
structures on acoustic logging observations.

2.1. Acoustic measurement system

Piezoelectric-ceramic transducer can convert electrical signals into
pressure signals (source), and conversely, convert pressure signals into
electrical signals (receiver). A self-build acoustic logging system is built with
one ring-emitting piezoelectric source and two piezoelectric receivers (as
shown in Fig. 1). The diameter of the transducer is less than 55mm. Each
receiver consists of four piezoelectric ceramics with an angle difference of
90°. Together, four waveforms can be retrieved for each model, which
makes the experiment results more reliable. The dominant frequency of the
acoustic logging system is 20–40 kHz. For each measurement, the received
signal is recorded at a sampling rate of 10MHz with a length of 400 μs and
repeated 100 times to minimize fluctuation errors.

2.2. Matrix design

As a commonly used building material, cement has been widely
used in drilling engineering with the advantages of having low cost,
high strength, easy accessibility, known mechanical behavior, and the
simplicity to mold to different sizes (Du et al., 2019; Sarmadivaleh and
Rasouli, 2014). During the wait on cement (WOC), the compaction
effect is not a significant factor in its final property. These properties are
suitable for producing large-scale models in hydraulic-fracturing

Fig. 1. The self-build acoustic logging system with one ring-emitting piezoelectric source (upper) and two piezoelectric receivers (lower). The source-receiver
distances are 222mm and 365mm for the two receivers.
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experiments (Crampin et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2010). On the other
hand, the low density, short sedimentation time, and tendency to pro-
duce bubbles from a pure cement system cause undesired effects on
elastic wave propagation through the borehole model. In this study, a
consolidated mixture of natural carbonate cuttings and cement slurry is
used to simulate a carbonate reservoir.

The cement properties (density and strength) are determined by the
grain composition with the different ratios of cement and other mixed
materials (Haach et al., 2011). To simulate the actual carbonate for-
mations (well consolidation and low primary porosity) using physical
models, we choose cement, carbonate cuttings, and micro-silicon with
different grain sizes as the solid-phase. Adding micro-silicon can

effectively avoid the sedimentation during WOC to eliminate the den-
sity difference between the upper and lower layers when the model is
relatively large. The Class-G oil well cement is produced by Shandong
ShengWei Enterprise Company. The carbonate cuttings are clean crys-
talline grains with a grain size of 150 μm, and the SiO2 content of the
micro-silicon powder is greater than 97%.

Micro-silicon with grain sizes less than a micron has modest influ-
ences on the physical properties of the matrix, but can substantially
improve the overall thixotropy of the system. The result of the corre-
lations (Fig. 2) shows the influence of different micro-silicon additions
on the physical properties of the matrix under normal temperatures and
dry conditions. The mass ratio of carbonate cuttings, cement, and water

Fig. 2. Plot of different micro-silicon additions on the physical properties of the matrix under normal temperatures and dry conditions. The (a) P-wave velocity, (b) S-
wave velocity, and (c) compressive strengths were measured after curing for 1, 7, 14, 21, and 28 days.
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is 1: 1: 0.4. To discharge the bubbles formed during agitation, we add
0.1% graft polymers of sulfonated aldehyde-ketone condensation as the
drag reducer and 0.2% polymers of polyether and organic silicon as the
defoamer. When the mass ratio of micro-silicon exceeds 1%, the overall
physical properties stabilize after 21 days, which is conducive to the
final performance. Considering the structure and physical properties,
the mass radio of micro-silicon is chosen to be 1%. After several tests,
the preparation method of the borehole model with controlled fracture
structures is obtained, which is more similar to the actual reservoir
rocks than the simple cement system.

2.3. Fracture design

Fractures in actual carbonate rocks usually exhibit irregular shapes
(Weger et al., 2009), which makes it challenging to build rock-physical
models with known fracture structures. Most of the theoretical or la-
boratory models simplify the different fracture shapes by regular
spherical or ellipsoidal inclusions, while assuming an aspect ratio (AR;
the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis) and size of inclusions to
account for the effect of fracture structures on the elastic properties of
the carbonate rocks (Blum et al., 2011; Tillotson et al., 2012). Due to
apparent differences in the physical properties between pore fluids and
carbonate rocks, silicone material, which is similar to fluids with rela-
tively low density compared with the above matrix, is chose as the
filling material. Penny-shaped silicone disks with different thicknesses
and diameters are used to simulate the fractures, which can easily
achieve single variable control. In the horizontally layered sedimentary
strata, rock fractures are mostly distributed vertically (Crampin et al.,
2015) due to the orientation of the maximum vertical stress. Hence, the

experimental design of the borehole model is to simulate the vertical
fractures distributed in a carbonate formation.

Due to the low strength and density of the silicone disks in the flow
matrix, a soft line is adopted to connect the silicone disks and then
straightened after the injection of the cement slurry to control the or-
ientation of fraction distribution. The cylindrical mold is divided into
four parts (every 90°), and the silicone disks are evenly distributed in
the borehole model (Fig. 3a). In the model, the fractures are distributed
in 0° and 180° directions, whereas the vertical directions (90° and 270°
directions) contain no fractures. We first mixed 50 kg of cement and
20 kg of water, and then gradually added 75 kg of carbonate cuttings
and 1.25 kg of micro-silicon. The masses of drag reducer and defoamer
are 125 g and 250 g, respectively. Subsequently, we poured the mixture
into the cylindrical mold and immersed a concrete shaker into the
slurry and operated for 1min to discharge the bubbles. The models
were held for 7 days at normal temperature for the mixture to cure. A
vertical well hole of 76mm width and 600mm depth was drilled into
the center of the model and filled with water to simulate the petroleum
drilling procedure (Fig. 3b). After 21 days, the cement hydration was
fully completed, and a synthetic borehole model was obtained.

Finally, three sets of low-porosity borehole models with different
fracture structures were built to analyze the effects of fracture porosity,
AR, and size on acoustic logging signals according to the control vari-
able method. The porosity (ϕ) of the model can be obtained as:
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where N is the total number of fractures in each model, d and h are the
diameter and thickness of the fractures, respectively. Df and Dw are the
respective outer and inner diameters of the borehole model, and Ly is
the height of the borehole model.

2.4. Acoustic processing

The self-build source and receivers are placed in the borehole model
that filled with water as Fig. 4 shows. The typical waveforms received
in the measurements are shown in Fig. 5. The acoustic time of the
model is calculated by two receivers in the same direction. The elastic-
wave velocity in the borehole model is calculated:

=V l
t ti
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where Vi is the velocity of ith phases (P-, S- and Stoneley waves) in km/
s, Δl is the length between the two receivers in mm, while t1i and t2i are
the picked ith arrival times of all phases waves of the two received
signals in μs.

The measured velocities can be used to calculate the dynamic
module by (Schmitt, 2015):
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where K and μ are the dynamic bulk and shear moduli, respectively, in
units of GPa, ρb is the bulk density of the borehole model in g/cm3, and
VP and VS are the respective P- and S-wave velocities in km/s.

The effects of fractures with different structures are evident in both
time and frequency domains. The acoustic signals are generally non-
linear and nonstationary with multiple frequencies (Li, 2003). The HHT
is used to analyze the frequency characteristics of the waveform, which
is an effective method to decompose a signal into ‘intrinsic mode
functions’ (IMFs) along a trend to obtain instantaneous frequency data
(Huang et al., 2008); this approach has been used extensively in signal
processing (Fan et al., 2017). This transform is performed using two
main steps (Appendix A). First, IMFs are extracted from the signal based
on empirical mode decomposition (EMD), in view that the first four IMF

Fig. 3. Physical models with a vertically aligned fracture system. (a) The dis-
tribution of the silicone disks. (b) Synthetic borehole models were held for 21
days.
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components (IMF1-4) contain the most substantial amount of in-
formation (Bowman and Lees, 2013). Second, the Hilbert transform
(hereafter, H(ω, t)) is applied to each IMF component to obtain the

instantaneous frequency and energy distribution. Then, H(ω, t) is in-
tegrated over the entire time domain to calculate the marginal spectrum
h(ω), which is the sum of the total magnitude for each frequency.

3. Results and discussion

After WOC for 30 days, the VP and VS of the modeled borehole
matrix without fractures were measured by the ultrasonic transmission
test (central frequency=500 kHz) as well as the acoustic logging
system (central frequency= 40 kHz). The results are tabulated in
Table 1. The deviations of VP and VS of the same model can be obtained
by the different measurements. In particular, the physical properties
measured by the ultrasonic test are significantly higher than those by
the acoustic logging method. The shear modulus (μ) shows higher de-
viations than the bulk modulus (K).

In the long-wavelength limit, the elastic response of fractured rock
is described by equivalent-medium theories (EMT). These models ac-
curately predict frequency-independent behaviors and, to a significant
degree, conform to EMT. Hence, we analyze the effects of fracture
porosity, AR, and size in the following sections and compare with those
of EMT (long-wavelength limit) and ray (short-wavelength limit)
(Kuster and Toksöz, 1974) models to gain further insight into the
phenomena that control elastic wave propagation in the borehole
models. The parameters of the model sets A, B, and C describing the
fracture geometry are listed in Table 2. For each model set, a blank
model without fractures is prepared by the same process for compar-
ison.

3.1. Effect of fracture porosity

Fracture porosity is the primary parameter of the reservoir, which
significantly affects the propagation of waves (Shalaby and Islam,
2017). The borehole models of set A have the same fracture size
(d=30mm) and AR (AR=0.033) but different fracture porosities
(ϕ= 0%–3%). The measurements from the model set A are analyzed to
investigate the effects of fracture porosity on the velocity and at-
tenuation of all phases in time and frequency domains.

The cross-plot between the velocities of three phases and porosity
(Fig. 6) shows that the velocities in two directions (0° and 180°) are
relatively consistent, indicating that the borehole models are stable and
repeatable enough to offer reliability for the subsequent data analysis.
As the fracture porosity increases from 0 to 3%, the Stoneley wave
velocity (VST) does not show a noticeable decrease, whereas the VS and
VP drop off more significantly. The velocities and porosities are nega-
tively correlated, a relationship that has been verified earlier through
rock-physical experiments (Han et al., 1986). The slope of VP is larger
than that of VS, suggesting that bulk modulus is more sensitive to
porosity than the shear modulus. The overall degree of variation is

Fig. 4. A 3-D physical model with the self-build acoustic logging system.

Fig. 5. Typical waveforms from the reference model without fractures and the
A#1.2 model. The differential times of the three phases (P-, S-, and Stoneley
waves) between the two receivers (R1 and R2) are used to calculate the wave
velocities.

Table 1
Deviation of physical properties with different measurement methods.

Methods VP (km/s) VS (km/s) K (GPa) μ (GPa)

Ultrasonic 4.51 2.62 23.83 14.62
Acoustic logging 4.19 2.42 20.76 12.47
Deviation (%) 7.6 8.3 14.8 17.2

Table 2
Model sets and the corresponding parameters.

Sets Models N h (mm) d (mm) AR ϕ (%)

A A#0.6 6×24 1 30 0.033 0.6
A#1.2 12×24 1 1.2
A#1.8 12×36 1 1.8
A#2.4 12×48 1 2.4
A#3.0 12×60 1 3.0

B B#0.017 12×48 0.5 30 0.017 1.2
B#0.033 12×24 1 0.033
B#0.067 12×12 2 0.067
B#0.13 6×12 4 0.13

C C#10 24×216 0.5 10 0.05 1.2
C#20 12×54 1 20
C#30 12×16 1.5 30
C#40 6×14 2 40
C#50 6×7 2.5 50
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small, however, especially in VS and VST. To investigate further, we use
conventional rock-physical EMT of KT model (Kuster and Toksöz, 1974)
and DEM model (Berryman, 1992), which vary with elastic moduli,
porosity, and AR. The results show that the time-average model
(Cerveny and Brown, 2003) used in seismic exploration provides
comparatively higher VP and VS at the same porosity. The parameters
used in these theoretical models are the same as those of the borehole
model, which are evident from the equal velocities when ϕ= 0%. The
theoretical models always overestimate VP and VS, and the deviations
become larger as porosity increases. The predictions of KT and DEM
models are similar to each other, and the DEM models have closer
outcomes to the experiments.

Wave attenuation in rocks, which is exponential with its propaga-
tion distance in general, is more complicated than velocity according to
earlier studies (Johnston et al., 1979; Kuster and Toksöz, 1974), due to
its dependencies on porosity and different properties between rocks and
fractures. Also affected is the Stoneley wave, a wave group that pro-
pagates along with the solid-fluid interface and is sensitive to fractures
(Tang and Cheng, 1993). The cross-plot of amplitudes of the three wave
phases with different porosities (Fig. 7) shows that the amplitude of the
Stoneley wave is more severely influenced by porosity than P- and S-
waves. The attenuation of the Stoneley wave amplitude reaches 83.3%

Fig. 6. Influence of porosity on the velocities and elastic moduli for the model set A. Solid and unfilled symbols represent the results measured in 0° and 180° directions,
respectively. The corresponding lines are the best-fit linear functions for the velocities of each wave phase. The dashed red line corresponds to the data sets combined with solid
and unfilled triangles. The dashed green line corresponds to the data sets combined with solid and unfilled circles. The dashed blue line corresponds to the data sets combined
with solid and unfilled diamonds. The fracture AR (AR=0.033), size (d=30mm), and source frequency in these models are constant. The determinant coefficient (R-squared
value) denotes the determinant coefficient of the best-fit function. Two EMT models (KT and DEM) and the time average model are used to compare with the experimental
results. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Relationship between fracture porosity and amplitudes of P-, S-, and
Stoneley waves. The term of determinant coefficients (R2) of the exponential func-
tion shows large amplitude drop-offs in Stoneley waves. The color conventions are
the same as those in Fig. 6. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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(decreases from 240mV to 40mV) but only 73.9% for the S-wave
(drops from 115mV to 30mV) and 51.6% for the P wave (drops from
31mV to 15mV).

Much of the attenuation could be attributed to the presence of
fractures, which causes frequency-dependent changes to the trans-
mitted signals. The first four IMFs and ignore the extremely low-fre-
quency components are extracted firstly, and the central frequency (CF)
of each IMF component can be calculated by the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). The original waveforms and corresponding IMFs of the models
with different fracture porosities (Fig. 8) indicate strong influences of
fractures on the attenuation of the wave energy: As the porosity in-
creases, the energy of the original signal decreases. As the IMF in-
creases, the CF range also gradually decreases. The fracture porosity has
a more significant effect on the attenuation of IMF1 component, com-
pared with a small decrease in energy of the low-frequency information
(IMF3 and IMF4 components), which suggests that the high-frequency
information is more sensitive to the fractures.

To analyze the spectral characteristics further, the marginal

spectrum – a relationship between energy amplitudes and frequency is
applied to offer a higher frequency resolution than the Fourier spec-
trum. Fig. 9a shows the marginal spectra calculated from the first four
IMFs presented in Fig. 8. The CF is 30–40 kHz, which is also the primary
energy attenuation range (see the grey shadow, Fig. 9b). The cumula-
tive energy (CE) of the high porosity model A#3.0 is only 23% of the
low porosity model A#0.6.

3.2. Effect of fracture aspect ratio

Fracture AR has a remarkable effect on elastic wave propagation
(Shao and Pyrak-Nolte, 2016), which significantly impacts the energy
exchange between the formation and pore fluids. Recent researches
only focused on building qualitative trends in velocity and pore type at
the core scale (Weger et al., 2009). Alternatively, EMT models can es-
timate the effective elastic moduli and velocities of carbonate rocks
with a complex pore structure by assuming different ARs (Berryman,
1995; Xu and Payne, 2009). However, it is difficult to retrieve

Fig. 8. The original signals received by R1 and the corresponding IMF components of the model set A. The CF of each IMF component is computed by the FFT. The
first arrivals of P-, S-, and Stoneley waves in A#3.0 model are labeled by the vertical dash lines by picking the first breaks of each wave phase.
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information about the fracture shape other than porosity via conven-
tional sonic logging (Li et al., 2018). The borehole models of set B have
the same fracture size (d=30mm) and porosity (1.2%) of set A but
different ARs (from 0.017 to 0.13).

The cross-plot between the velocities of the three wave phases and
ARs (Fig. 10) shows that the velocities in two directions (0° and 180°)
are relatively consistent. The fracture ARs seem to have minimal effects
on VST. However, AR can influence VP and VS, especially when the
fractures are narrow (AR<0.1). The relationship between these two
parameters generally follows a power law where the determinant
coefficients (R2 value) are as high as 0.9. This higher value and the

Fig. 9. Marginal spectra of (a) the first four IMFs and (b) the corresponding
cumulative energy in the model set A. The attenuation of energy in the fre-
quency domain increases with fracture porosity. The main attenuation range is
highlighted in grey.

Fig. 10. Influence of the AR on the velocities and elastic moduli for the model set B. The corresponding lines are fitted by a simple power function for the velocities of
each wave phase. The fracture porosity (ϕ=1.2%), size (d=30mm), and the source frequency of these models are constant. Two EMT models (KT and DEM) are
used to compare with the experimental results.

Fig. 11. The relationship between AR and the amplitudes of P-, S-, and Stoneley
waves. The corresponding lines are fitted by logarithmic functions for the
amplitudes of each wave phase.
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stronger sensitivities of VP, VS to fracture ARs in KT and DEM models
shows that it is inappropriate to directly apply the EMT models at the
well-logging scale, especially in the range of low ARs. Compared with
the effect of AR in theoretical or experimental models at high fre-
quencies (Li et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017), relatively small variations
of wave velocities are observed at the well-logging scale. The fracture
AR has only minor effects on the reflectivity of Stoneley wave, which is
frequently targeted by logging analyses due to its sensitivity to fracture
aperture and extent (Tang and Cheng, 1993). Considering the complex
logging environment, the modest level of variations is easily accom-
modated by other factors, such as the variation of lithology and hole
caliper. Therefore, when the porosity is low, it is difficult to analyze the
AR directly from wave velocities alone accurately.

The amplitudes of the three wave phases under different ARs
(Fig. 11) reflect the strong effects of the attenuation. The amplitude
reduction of the Stoneley wave is 130mV, which translates to 65%
(from 200mV to 70mV). The best-fit logarithmic functions positively
link the amplitudes of the three waves to fracture ARs, and the overall
trends suggest that slimmer fractures can 1) cause more attenuation
than the voids or holes with AR>0.1 and 2) the sensitivity of re-
flectivity to AR decreases, which is consistent with findings from earlier
rock-physical experiments (Li et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015a,b). This is
because increases of ARs results in fewer numbers of fractures under the
same porosity, which translates to less solid-fluid interfaces, hence less
scattering attenuation (Sevostianov and Kachanov, 2011), along the
path of wave propagation.

Fig. 12. The original signals received by R1 and the corresponding IMF components in the model set B. The first arrivals of P-, S-, and Stoneley waves in B#0.13
model are indicated by the vertical dashed lines that mark the first breaks of each phase.
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Fig. 12 shows the original waveforms and the corresponding IMFs of
the model set B. Although the effect of AR on the attenuation of wave
energy is significant, it is difficult to pick the first breaks of the P-, S-
and Stoneley waves in the original waveforms (see Fig. 12, first
column). The entire intermediate frequency range (15–35 kHz) shows a
similar degree of attenuation on the CE (Fig. 13), as suggested by the
constant porosity of the models. In other words, scattering attenuation
caused by the increased number of solid-fluid interfaces plays a role in a
broad frequency range during this experiment.

3.3. Effect of fracture size

Carbonate rocks usually exhibit a wide range of fracture sizes
(Choquette L. C. 1970; Lucia, 1983). The fracture size (d) relative to the
wavelength (λ) affects the waveforms of the composite, which has been
separated by ray medium (λ< d) (Cerveny and Brown, 2003), transi-
tion medium (λ≈d) (Liu and Schmitt, 2006), and effective medium
(λ> d) (Ivankina et al., 2017; Mavko and Nur, 1978). In this experi-
ment, the dominant frequency of the acoustic logging system is
20–40 kHz, and the wavelength is 50–100mm.

A material with only a few large fractures can have the same frac-
ture porosity as one with many small fractures, an essential factor for
the investigation of seismic anisotropy using shear-wave splitting ob-
servations from carbonate reservoirs (Maultzsch et al., 2003; Van Der
Kolk et al., 2001). The borehole models of set C have the same AR
(0.05) and porosity (1%) but different fracture sizes (d=10–50mm).
Hence, more fractures are required to produce the same porosity when
the average fracture size is low. A similar power function also governs
the relationship between the wave velocities and fracture sizes, which
means a similar mechanism caused by fracture ARs changes can also
affect the number of solid-fluid interfaces. The larger indexes used in
the power functions in Fig. 14 imply that d has a more significant im-
pact on the velocities, especially of the P-wave. Furthermore, the total
porosity calculated by Equation (1) shows a greater dependence on d
than on AR. Since the DEM model can provide closer velocities than KT
as demonstrated earlier, the DEM model and time average model are
adopted to compare with the experimental results. Although these
models do not sufficiently describe the effect of fracture size, the DEM
model is a valid option when the fracture size is relatively large (i.e.,
λ≈d). Strong dependence on fracture size is further evidenced by a
severe reduction of the Stoneley wave amplitude (from 192mV to
21mV) (Fig. 15), though signal-to-noise ratio (S/R) of the models with
a small fracture size may be a complicating factor.

The first four IMF components of the model set C are shown in
Fig. 16. A large number of fractures used in model C#10 result in a
higher scattering attenuation as well as a complex waveform with low
S/R. The fracture size of model C#50 (50mm) is close to the wave-
length (50–100mm). When the wave-fronts pass through large frac-
tures, more reflections and refractions (in comparison with smaller
fractures) occur according to the Snell's law. The fracture size of model

Fig. 13. Marginal spectra of (a) the first four IMFs and (b) the corresponding
cumulative energy of model set B. The attenuation of energy in the frequency
domain decreases with the fracture AR. The main attenuation range is high-
lighted in grey.

Fig. 14. Influence of fracture size on the velocities and elastic moduli for the
model set C. The colors of the best-fit lines using power functions correspond to
the velocities of each wave phase. The fracture porosity (ϕ=1.2%), AR (0.05),
and source frequency in these models are constant. DEM model and time
average model are used to compare with the experimental results. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 15. The relationship between fracture size and the amplitudes of P-, S-, and
Stoneley waves. The R2 values of the logarithmic function are more stable in the
case of the Stoneley wave, showing a greater decline of amplitudes than the
other wave phases.
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C#10 is much smaller than the wavelength and causes more scattering
attenuation at the high frequencies (Mavko et al., 2009). Consequently,
more peaks are observed in both the original waveform and the IMF
components with higher-frequency information than other models with

smaller-sized fractures. These time-domain observations are further
supported by the marginal spectra (Fig. 17), which shows gradually
increasing attenuation from 20 kHz to 40 kHz.

Besides the usefulness of the above results in acoustic logging in-
terpretations, information of the effect of fracture networks on seismic
waves is critical for monitoring hydraulic fracturing operations. The
experimental results demonstrate that it is feasible to qualitatively
evaluate the complexity of fractures, which is more important for pre-
dicting their genesis and geometry based on microseismicity or acoustic
emissions. However, at low frequencies, the microcracks are much
smaller than the wavelength and are, in general, not a key factor for
velocity and attenuation. The reduced effect of fracture networks (in
comparison with that at high frequencies) may be more evident at
microseismic frequencies. Rocks with low fracture ARs and sizes still
experience lower velocities and higher attenuation. Therefore, the in-
fluence of fractures should not be ignored when interpreting reflection
microseismic data of carbonate reservoirs containing complex fracture
networks. It is worth reiterating that these results are based on ideal
models with isolated penny-shaped fractures. A key characteristic of
this model is that it provides only the endmember scenario of saturated,
but isolated, fractures, which does not allow for fluid motion between
the fracture networks. This is true in the high-frequency limit. Still, the
borehole model shown here does provide insight into the influence of
fracture structures at lower frequencies compared to the conventional
rock-physical models.

4. Conclusions

Existing methods of well-logging interpretation of carbonate re-
servoirs can be erroneous due to different fracture structures. A new
method of devising borehole models with controlled fracture structures
is proposed. The modeling results indicate that the conventional rock
physics models, such as time average, KT, and DEM, always over-
estimate the velocities at the well-logging scale. Fracture porosity, AR,
and size are all critical factors for acoustic logging, and together they
can sufficiently explain variations of velocities and amplitudes in wave
propagation. The preparation technology of matrix (cements, carbonate
cuttings, and micro-silicon) and fracture distribution, which differ from
the existing artificial core methods, are more suitable than conventional
approaches for large-scale experiments pertaining to well consolidation
and stable properties (e.g., borehole drilling and hydraulic fracturing
operations). By analyzing the waveforms in both the time and fre-
quency domains with the HHT method, the results show that the ve-
locity of the Stoneley wave is less sensitive to fracture structures than
that of the P- and S-waves, while a relatively significant effect can be
observed on the attenuation on the Stoneley wave. As the AR increases,
the attenuation becomes more insensitive, which indicates that slimmer
fractures can cause more attenuation than voids or holes. Fracture AR
and size have a similar attenuation mechanism of increasing the
number of solid-fluid interfaces along the wave-propagation paths. The
relationships between the properties (velocity and amplitude) and
fracture structures (AR and size) conform to power and logarithmic
functions, respectively. Compared with absorption attenuation caused
by fracture porosities, variations of scattering attenuation at the same
porosity are predominantly caused by fracture AR and size. The results
have better implications than the rock-physical models for reservoir
evaluations and predictions using acoustic logging or microseismic data
at lower frequencies.
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Fig. 16. The original signals received by R1 and the corresponding IMF com-
ponents in different fracture size models. The first arrivals of P, S and Stoneley
waves of the C#50 model are labeled by the vertical dashed lines that mark the
first breaks of each wave phase.

Fig. 17. Marginal spectra of (a) the first four IMFs and (b) the corresponding
cumulative energy of model set C. The attenuation of energy in the frequency
domain decreases with fracture size. The main attenuation range is highlighted
in grey.
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Appendix A

To solve the problem of the non-linear and non-stationary character of the acoustic logging signal (Li, 2003), we investigate the effect of fractures
on acoustic logging signals in the time and frequency domains by the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) (Huang et al., 2008, 2003). First, intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs) are extracted from the signal based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Second, the Hilbert transform is applied to each
IMF component to obtain the instantaneous frequency and energy distribution.

The EMD method is used to decompose the original signal into a family of IMF components. The continuous procedure of extracting IMFs is called
sifting and is applied as follows.

1. Identify all the local extrema of the original signal s(t). Connect the local maxima and local minima by a cubic spine line as the upper smax(t)
envelope and lower envelope smin(t).

2. The mean value of the upper and lower envelopes, which covers all the data between them, is m1. The difference between the data and m1 is the
first component h1(t).

=h t s t m t( ) ( ) ( )1 1 (A-1)

3. h1(t) is treated as a new original signal, and we iterate the above procedure k times until the mean envelope is close to zero. The first IMF
component x1(t) can be designated as:

= =x t h t h t m t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k1 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1) (A-2)

where k-1 represents the previous iteration.

4. The residual r1(t) between the original signal s(t) and x1(t) is treated as the new input data. Repeat the above procedure until residual rj(t)
becomes a monotonic function from which no more IMFs can be extracted. Each IMF contains lower frequency components than the former one.
From the above equations, the original signal s(t) after EMD processing can be expressed as:

= +
=

s t x t r t( ) ( ) ( )
i

n

i n
1 (A-3)

where xi(t) are the IMF components and rn(t) is the stationary residue.
After EMD processing, the complex transmitted signal can be expressed as several IMFs and a stationary residual. The Hilbert transform is applied

for each IMF xi(t) to obtain the instantaneous amplitude, instantaneous phase, and instantaneous frequency. The Hilbert transform function can be
described as:

=
+

y t x
t

d( ) 1 ( )
i

i
(A-4)

With the Hilbert transform y(t) of the function x(t), the analytic function can be obtained by:

= + =z t x t iy t A t e( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i
i t (A-5)

= +A t x t y t( ) [ ( ) ( )]i i i
2 2 1/2 (A-6)

=t
y t
x t

( ) tan
( )
( )i

i

i

1
(A-7)

where A(t) is the instantaneous amplitude, and θ(t) is the instantaneous phase function. The instantaneous frequency is expressed as:

=t d t
dt

( ) ( )
i

i
(A-8)

After performing the Hilbert transform on each IMF component and ignoring the residue, the original signal can be expressed as the real part, Re,
in the following form:

=
=

s t A t j t dt( ) Re ( )exp( ( ) )
i

n

i
1 (A-9)

where ωi(t) and Ai(t) are the amplitude and frequency of each component as functions of time, which constitute the three-dimensional time-
frequency spectrum in time-energy-frequency space H(ω,t) as the Hilbert spectrum. Integrating H(ω,t) over the entire time domain gives the marginal
spectrum h(ω), which is a statistical accumulation of the total magnitude for each frequency:

=h H t dt( ) ( , )
T

0 (A-10)
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